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will never be the same recovery status if
an attempt was made to restore it to
original.

PRESIDENT’S
EDITORIAL
It has been a great Festive Season with
reports of salmon being caught that are
the best condition for a decade. Most of
my regular fishing buddies have up to 3 +
salmon in the bag, whereas in previous
seasons they were struggling to get off the
mark. The fish are in immaculate
condition and if that was us we would be
blaming all the Xmas festivities for
having put on so much weight. It’s just
fantastic to see these results at this time
and I hope we can take some credit
through the enhancement programmes, as
it is deserving for the amount of volunteer
work put in and the great support through
Fish & Game.
We are now hot into issues surrounding
the use of water and this subject is well to
the fore with drought conditions existing.
N Z electricity requirements suggest their
generation be from renewable resources
by 2025 and look to achieve a 90% take
from these resources. So the battle is only
beginning and what is more Central
Government will be taking a more
prominent role, with a further interest in
water storage for irrigation purposes.
The point I wish to make is that a river is
not a renewable source – once you dam it,
extract water from it, or divert it there

A friend of mine took his 8 year old kid
into the high country camping for a
weekend. On the way they were required
to pass through an owner’s property. The
owner had been around for a few years
and he questioned my buddy on what he
was setting out to do. When he explained
the camping weekend he was rapt and
said “You are more that welcome to come
anytime - good on ya, we just love to see
families. Better than those pricks that
come up here and cut fences, steal
property and generally bugger things up.”
Then they got talking about water and the
ol’ timer said for the first time in 70 years
the two springs that were up by the hut
had dried up. He reckoned it’s all that
water taken for irrigation that has caused
the ground system to dry up and any
water is sinking straight down into the
aquifer. Strange comment particularly
when in recent Arthurs Pass rainfalls the
Waimak has not seen a decent fresh or
flood like condition. Speculation or fact?
Soon we will be looking for support for
our Ova Planting Programme and salmon
spawning enhancement opportunities.
Given the results that indicate a better
than average season we will be keen to
take on any project that adds value to the
work already done. We have put our ova
plan forward to Fish & Game for
approval and look forward to
confirmation soon.
A factor that keeps coming back to me is
that what happened several years ago may
not now be viable through the changing
weather conditions and alterations to the
volume of water in critical spawning
areas. An example of this is the situation
in the previous paragraph and another real
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scene example of the Hakataramea that is
now only a trickle whereas once it was a
river and you could not walk across the
river without stepping on a salmon in the
spawning season. Try that today and
you’ll be lucky to get wet feet.
On a membership note we need more
members, please encourage your mates to
join, if only to show support for all the
legal/resource matters we are vigorously
representing. There are some fantastic
people out there working away to ensure
we have a future salmon resource. We
could argue this resource will continue
long enough for our angling desires but
what about our grandchildren?
The annual Rakaia River Salmon Fishing
Competition will be held at the end of this
month and no doubt many NZSAA
members will be trying their luck to land
a catch or two during the three days.
Vice President, Ron Dougherty, will
again be official Weighmaster.
NZSAA will have a promotional stand at
the Rakaia competition, celebrating the
100 years since the first salmon catch and
seeking new members. Those of you who
will be on the river and in the hall
chatting over a few beers with fellow
competitors, please try and promote
NZSAA membership to others. There are
a lot of potential members amongst the
700 or so competitors at the Rakaia
competition who, during the weekend,
will spend a lot more than the $25 annual
NZSAA subscription. It’s a bargain and
it all goes towards protecting and
enhancing their salmon fishery.

Please continue to send in the scale
samples. If you see a salmon caught
alongside you, ask the angler if he would
give you a scale sample and explain the
reason why NZSAA is keen to build up
this snapshot in time of salmon returns to
our rivers.
For the number of reported angler
catches, there have been few entries into
our NZSAA’s annual competition. There
are good prizes to be won at the end of
the season, so let’s be having your entries.
Remember the weight is for a fish that is
gutted, gilled but with head on and
accompanied by a scale sample.
There are a lot of fish being caught out
there but we haven’t had any good luck
stories or photographs to share with our
readers in the newsletter.
Take 10
minutes to put pen to paper and send an
email plus photo to the newsletter editor
at npellis@paradise.net.nz.
Good fishing – the best is on the way.
Ron Stuart

President

Quote for the Month
Action makes theory reality.
Be determined.
Aim high.

Disclaimer
The opinions expressed in any letters and articles in this newsletter are the authors’ own and
are not necessarily those of the New Zealand Salmon Anglers Association (Inc) or the Editor.
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An Interesting Catch…….
NZSAA member, Paul Lightfoot, recently caught an 8lb salmon in the Rakaia River.
Paul sent us the photo showing this salmon with distinctive curvature of the spine. Paul
says it was otherwise quite healthy and produced fighting qualities one would expect
from a fish this size. There was no evidence of injury or abnormal internal growth.

Our resident expert on salmon, Ron Dougherty, says the salmon has a double curvature
of the spine and this example has what is called Scoliosis. The curvature keeps the fish
flat and on the same plane. Another defect, Lordosis, is where the fish is bent from side
to side and looks like an eel. This is a rare condition and survival probably poor. This is
caused by a Vitamin E Vitamin K deficiency in the fertile and forming eggs as deposited
by the female.
The same effect shows up in children, but rarely. Ron notes that politicians are naturally
bent!!
Thanks for the photo, Paul. Hope this gives you an answer to the question.

SALMON ANGLERS CAPS
Promote your Association - Buy a Cap
The caps are navy blue, with a silver/grey salmon, orange print with white
and gold stripes. Cost $20. Each cap you purchase includes a small
donation to the Salmon Recovery Programme.
Order by mail from NZSAA by sending $20, plus $3 for postage,
to P O Box 1113, Christchurch 8140,
or call the Secretary on 383 0900 to pick one up.
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Fin-Clipped Salmon Reporting
By Ron Stuart
I had a chat recently with Ross Millichamp at Fish & Game and they have had a number
of successful anglers phoning in reporting catches of 'fin-clipped salmon'.
It is just great to see these fish being caught and the more the better as our enhancement
programmes are working with good returns.
However the method Fish & Game now use to count and calculate the number of
returning Montrose salmon is based on actual counts of fish that have returned to the
Montrose Stream and trap. They then do a percentage calculation of the angler catch and
add this to the Montrose tally. For example: 500 salmon in the Montrose catchment +
35% angler catch = approx 675 returning fish. (Be good if this happened, eh!)
Given this method, there is now no requirement to phone in a report of your catch.
What NZ Salmon Anglers Association would still like is your scale samples returned
with the other information on date and place caught, weight, fork length and gender.
Reporting was useful in the days of tagged fish but tagging is no longer being done on
salmon. Fin-clipped salmon are not tagged and the clipping is used only to determine the
number of hatchery-raised fish, as well as inform the angler they have just struck lotto in
a fishy sort of way.
It is appreciated that if you take the trouble to phone Fish & Game you would be
disappointed if they told you the information was not required. So instead, tell your
mates and the fish size will actually increase over a very short period. Last week I heard
of a 22lb salmon actually grow to a 38pounder by the time the news got to the local club.
By the way, observe your catch closely, as a salmon with a slight squareness to its head
was probably raised in one of our Scotty Boxes and long slabby fish may well have been
from one of our Coffin Boxes!!!!????
Tight Lines.

For more information please contact
Ron Stuart, President NZSAA:
Email: cqurityron@xtra.co.nz or phone 0212163901; or
Pam Ellis, Secretary NZSAA
Email: npellis@paradise.net.nz or phone 03 383 0900
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Life on a Braided River…
With acknowledgement of information
from the Department Conservation
Wrybill Plover
At the height of the fishing season, and with the Rakaia Fishing Competition bringing
hundreds of anglers with vehicles and boats to that particular area, it is timely to think
about the river environment we are so fortunate to have access to, and the other river
dwellers who deserve our respect and protection.
NZ’s braided rivers are incredibly productive ecosystems. Teeming with insects, braided
rivers provide great feeding opportunities for native birds. Instability is one of the
hallmark features of braided river systems. A braided river ecosystem is in constant
movement, with small shingle bars appearing and disappearing, river channels shifting
and water flows varying. Riverbed nesting birds have adapted to these changes. At least
26 bird species, including wrybills, South Island pied oystercatchers, black stilts and
banded dotterels feed and breed on our braided rivers.

River Care Code - what you can do
Riverbed birds nest between August and February and need your special consideration
during this period. So please….
•

Keep clear of nests and watch out for eggs and chicks. They are hard to see and
very fragile.

•

Be aware of birds you have disturbed. Move on within 5 minutes so that birds can
return to their eggs and chicks or they will die.

•

Avoid driving any vehicle on riverbeds. Vehicles unsettle birds and run over eggs
and chicks. So park on the bank and walk to your destination.

•

Keep dogs on a lead, or strictly to heel from August through to February. A dog
running loose on a riverbed can scare away birds and destroy eggs and chicks.

•

Boats disturb birds and wash away nests. Avoid boating close to channel edges.

Above all, respect braided riverbeds. Many plants and animals need your help to survive.
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Washers
Dryers
Refrigeration
Dishwashers
Ovens
Cookers
Freezers

MURRAY SPIERS
♦
♦
♦
♦

26 Years Experience
Personal Service
Prompt Attention
Guaranteed Workmanship

Contact:

Murray 027 221 3134

383 2093 A/H

HEALTH & SAFETY SYSTEMS LTD

LEIGH TOBECK
Health and Safety Consultant

AND fisherman

Phone 03 313 9114 or 0274 365 972
www.healthandsafetysystems.co.nz
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New Farm meets increased demand for Salmon
Healthy eating habits grow market for
Omega-3 rich fish, changing nutrition
habits and consumers’ recognition of the
health benefits of eating oily fish are the
driving forces behind increased demand
for salmon and the opening of a new farm
in the Marlborough Sounds. New Zealand
King Salmon’s new $4 million seawater
farm at Clay Point in Tory Channel north
of Picton was opened by the Prime
Minister on 14 February. The farm, the
company‘s fifth, has been developed in
partnership with local Iwi Te Atiawa
Manuwhenua Ki Te Tau Ihu Trust.
Holding grow-out salmon costing $12
million, it is expected to help raise the
company‘s production by 10% during the
next two years. The new 1.15 ha farm,
while providing 20% more capacity, also
enables NZ King Salmon to lower stock
densities as it continues its programme of
reducing its eco impact, chief executive
Paul Steere says. “While New Zealand
consumption of salmon is up 20% in the
past year, the biggest factor in our growth
strategy is to ensure we keep production
as natural as possible.” No chemicals,
vaccines or antibiotics are used in the
company’s production and NZ King
Salmon’s advertising stresses the natural
environment of the Marlborough Sounds
where the fish are farmed. Demand for
salmon has been strong not only in New
Zealand but also in export markets.
Australians are eating 30% more salmon
today than a year ago while the
company‘s overseas sales climbed 10% in
value last year.
NZ King Salmon says the Clay Point site
provides a unique salmon growing
environment. Sea temperatures are up to
two degrees cooler in summer than those
at farms elsewhere in the sounds, leading

to better growth rates and healthier fish.
The fish are raised in sea cages and the
cool Southland originating current
running through the area helps to reduce
Clay Point’s environmental footprint,
washing away salmon food and waste that
would normally settle on the sea floor.
Clay Point also uses a mooring system
adapted from that employed on wire
bridges in North America. Operators can
monitor mooring line tension so any
unusual strain can be picked up before
damage can occur. Other new technology
includes surface and underwater cameras
that wirelessly transmit pictures of
salmon feeding enabling the above-thesurface operator to gauge when the fish
have had sufficient. The Clay Point
marine farm licence was originally issued
in 1994 but was not exercised as in the
interim NZ King Salmon wanted to grow
its business by adding value to its
products. The strategy ensures reliance on
market pull rather than increasing
production volume with a high risk
product push strategy Mr Steere says.
“We simply couldn’t put ourselves in a
position where we were at the mercy of
global market prices. With consumption
now increasing and a new emphasis on
healthy eating, the time is right to invest
in new facilities”. The opening of the
Clay Point sea farm will create 32 new
jobs and its production will generate $25
million every year in revenue at current
selling prices. The farm will hold around
1.7million salmon in two year classes at
peak holding. NZ King Salmon produces
the popular Regal Salmon brand as well
as Seasmoke and Southern Ocean.
NZ King Salmon Ltd
14 February 2008
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Fish & Game News, February 2008
Lake Coleridge Salmon
Staff released 3,500 salmon into Lake
Coleridge which were originally being
grown for the Groynes. These were
released to make room to grow the
rainbow trout which proved to grow faster
than the salmon at Montrose.
Salmon By-Catch
Although the salmon by-catch monitoring
programme began in December, no
fishing vessels operated in the Salmon
Conservation Area (SCA). One potential
trip to the area was monitored by Ron
Dougherty with a by-catch of one salmon.
The vessel operated outside the SCA.
Salmon Releases
Around 35,000 of the salmon fry at
Montrose were killed accidentally just
before Christmas when a board was not
put back in the head of one of the
raceways causing the other race to receive
all the water flow.
The Rangitata
hatchery has offered to replace these from
the excess stock of 120,000 fry they
received from Montrose hatchery
originally.
The NIWA Silverstream
hatchery also gave an additional 8000.
Thanks
Staff and Councillor Russ visited
Tentburn, Isaacs and Silverstream
hatcheries and Fulton Hogan with a
Christmas shout for the help they have
given us over the last year.
Year of the Salmon
Councillor Garry Ottmann has helped to
arrange the “Hunger for the Wild” TV
programme to do a story on salmon. Ross
Millichamp has provided advice to the
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producers, taken them on a pre-shoot site
visit and is to help with the actual shoot
on the Rakaia.
Annual General Meeting
The AGM was held on 5 December 2007.
Thirty-three Councillors, staff, honorary
rangers and members of the public
attended. Copies of the minutes are
available from the office.
Salmon Management Plan
Ross Millichamp and Mark Webb
(Central SI F&G) have met and reviewed
the oral submissions and are rewriting the
final draft for circulation back to the subcommittee. Although some of the input
from individual submitters is difficult to
include in the plan without reconsulting
with stakeholders, most of the input from
the Department of Conservation and
Hydroelectric companies can be
addressed while retaining the plan goals.
Jet Boat Replacement
A contract has been signed with Arco
Marine for the purchase of a new jet boat
which is due to be delivered in March.
The old jet boat is having a second-hand
motor installed after which it will be sold
by tender.
Resource Consents

Central Plains Water/Ashburton
Community Water Trust
The hearing will commence 25 February
2008. CPW/ACWT will be heard first,
followed by supporting submissions.
There will then be a 3-5 week
adjournment. The case for the opposition
will then begin in late April with
institutions and groups being heard first,

followed by individual submitters.

Special Note to any Anglers who
lodged individual submissions:
The Hearing Commissioners asked ECan
to work with submitters to minimise
repetition and group themselves
according to the topics raised in their
submissions. A number of topics have
been suggested including “recreational
effects from river takes” and “ecological
effects from river takes”. Donald Fraser
at ECan (donald.fraser@ecan.govt.nz) is
managing this process. F&G suggests
individual submitters should contact Mr
Fraser to register their interest.
Submitters should also discuss with Mr
Fraser any concerns they have about this
process (e.g. being subsumed under a
group submission). Note that this process
is being run by ECan. Fish & Game have
no involvement in it whatsoever.
Malvern Stockwater Scheme
F&G appeared at the hearing of
applications that would enable an offriver hydro scheme to o[perate using the
previously consented 17cumecs Barrhill
Chertsey take from the Happy Valley
area. It is likely future applications will
be lodged to enable irrigation as well. Of
greatest concern to F&G was the proposal
to discharge an additional 17cumecs of
water from the Highbank tailrace. As this
discharge would occur throughout the
critical migration period for adult salmon,
it is likely to substantially increase the
numbers of salmon attracted into the
tailrace. A decision is not expected for
some time as the applicant has been
granted an adjournment to consult further
with submitters and reporting officers.

We haven’t been overwhelmed
with responses to our plea for
volunteers to do

Midweek Montrose
Hatchery Inspections
It would be easy to
combine a fishing trip to
the Rakaia with a brief
visit to Montrose to do a
quick check of the site?
In addition to the weekly trips by
volunteer teams to undertake cleaning of
the Montrose races, there is a need for
another general inspection visit during
the week.
This includes a general
inspection of the site, to check the
feeders, note dead fish, and measure the
oxygen levels in the water.
These
weekly visits are necessary through to
July when the fish are due to be released.
The Fish & Game volunteer vehicle is
available for the purpose and a stopover
to do a bit of fishing nearby in the Rakaia
would be acceptable, providing you
advise F&G of your planned trip and
timetable.
The tasks are not onerous or time
consuming and would take some of the
load off the one or two hardworking
volunteers who give a lot of time and
travel each week to check on the
Montrose hatchery. If you could assist,
please phone one of the following:
Doug Roy 352 8564
Edgar Russ 980 1537
Fish & Game (Steve Terry) 366 9191
NZSAA: President Ron Stuart 358 9082
Secretary Pam Ellis 383 0900
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Salmon Monitoring Trip: FV Austro Carina
by Ron Dougherty, Vice President NZSAA
I was asked by Davor at Fish & Game if I could board the Austro Carina on the 26th
January (at 2.30am) as there was a possibility that the vessel might enter the Salmon
Protection Area.
After the diesel tanks and the freshwater tanks were fully topped off, we left Lyttelton,
motored out to the Heads and turned left (north) and headed out to a trawling track
previously plotted in the computer memory.
As soon as there was full light we started trawling. Lifted the net after a long steady
trawl, the first of three for the day. We finished trawling just before twilight. Fishing
wise, the last trawl was a near disaster, of valueless dogfish, rat-tails, trash, and the rest
largely too small to land. Removing all the dogfish and small barracouta projecting head
-first through the net meshes took ages.
The furthest north we reached would have been in the vicinity of the Conway River (but
we were out of sight of land). At one stage there was talk of going to Kaikoura for the
night but, because we had caught sufficient target species of marketable size and there
was “bait” showing on the fish finder, it was decided to remain in the area overnight.
This required that the vessel motored all night with a helmsman on duty all the time (2
hour shifts).

Bow of the Austro Carina stacked with fish crates
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On the Sunday, trawling started
as soon as there was full light.
We trawled back towards
Lyttelton and were called back
to Port to unload the catch that
we had, to make them available
for the processors and the fish
market. We arrived at 4.30pm,
unloading commenced and I
arrived home just after 6 pm.
It was a really pleasant 37½
hours at sea. The food was
excellent, the skipper and crew
good company and the
accommodation really good.
We saw large numbers of the
Black Dolphins on the
Saturday, and a whole sea full
of leaping immature tuna,
presumably jumping from
something bigger underneath
them - the show lasted about 45
minutes.
Sunday we trawled through a
sea full of transparent turquoisy
-blue jellyfish with a coffeecoloured mantle (on the inside),
of all sizes from an egg-cup to
a large dinner-plate, with them
several deep in the water
column.

Austro Carina stern view with fish catch

We saw about 1-1½ acres of krill on the surface not long afterwards.
We mostly fished in near company with another of the trawling company’s vessels with
another company’s trawler off distant.
We caught one 2kg salmon on the Saturday mid-afternoon lift that I surmised would
have been heading for the Hurunui River (maybe).
The weather was overcast but fine, very low cloud morning and night. The sea could
only be described as “confused” with some lumps in it.
Ron Dougherty
(Wearing Hat No.31, Fisheries Verifier)
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Salmon fishing with Superlines (Braid)
by Paul Hartnell
Modern fishing lines have come a long
way in the past ten years with
manufacturing companies striving to
supply the modern angler with the best
technology they can develop. One of
these developments has been with braided
lines.

Most of these lines come in only one
colour and that is a mossy green. From
what I have seen, salmon are not leadershy like trout and it doesn’t seem to make
any difference. If you are concerned, you
can always tie on a mono leader as many
anglers do.

I’m not quite sure when I first came
across braided lines, but one of the first
persons that I know to use it was Bruce
Reily, the owner of Dunsandel Hotel.
Bruce and I used to fish together quite
regularly and when he received this
newfangled line from the States he swore
black and blue that it was the best. I
vividly remember him fronting up early
one morning on the Rakaia with a new
reel loaded with Spiderwire. We were
fishing a tight little gut, a salmon came in,
splashed, Bruce cast out, the fish bit, and
Bruce snapped the fifty pound braid at the
knot. This experience put me off braid
for ten years (although I must say that
Bruce is hard on gear - I’ve seen him snap
a 10ft rod clean in half while using
mono). It is only in the last couple of
years that I started experimenting with the
new braided lines on the market.

Although these lines have these good
properties, they can also be a negative.
As above, their sink rates are faster which
is good in faster or deeper water but
sometimes, when the water colour is
higher the salmon lie in shallower water,
you do not need to fish so deep. You can
compensate by using a lighter zeddy, say
an 18 instead of the standard 22 gram.

The new superlines available have some
amazing properties. These are line
diameter (50lb braid is the thickness of 12
to 14 lb monofilament), lack of stretch
(up to 5% as compared to mono at 20%),
superior knot strength (you don’t lose
many zeds), lack of line memory and
faster sink rates.
Unfortunately these lines are just like any
other and the set-up of your gear is what
makes it stand out.
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Another, and perhaps more serious
problem, can be the lack of shockabsorbing stretch. If you use a rod that
has a standard action, it may be too stiff
and the hooks will rip out as the salmon
shakes its head. (This is a common
complaint with anglers that have tried
braid.) To compensate for this lack of
shock-absorption, the angler that is
serious about using braid should have a
matching fast tip action rod. When
looking for that rod, a matching reel is
good, then you can have one set up with
braid, one set with mono. The small
diameter of braid means that you can
downsize the reel and still have ample
line capacity i.e. a Shimano 300, Abu
5600 or similar size reel is ample.
I use a small USA brand reel commonly
used for Bass fishing in the States. I was
in at Ballingers Hunting and Fishing and
Jeremy Burke gave me a great deal on a
Loomis gl3 843. This rod is rated for 10

to 17lb and has a fast action. It is
amazing to fish with and is perfect for
braid.
Some of the Shimano range have good
fast actions and are not as expensive as,
say, a Loomis. (Wish I could afford
another, to be honest.)
Because of the lack of stretch in braid, a
really good quality hook is a must have a hook too small or of too fine a gauge
will bend just by snagging up and giving
the line a light pull. Gammakatsu make a
2X strong but unfortunately it isn’t
available through NZ dealers. Their
standard hooks are well worth the cost.
You save by not losing any zeddys.
When I first started using braid, it was a
bit of an experiment but now I’m sort of
hooked and the major reason is because it
is so sensitive. You can feel every nook
and cranny in the river bed. There is no
way you cannot detect a bite. More
importantly, you can feel what you gear is
doing all the time.
If you frequent the river mouths and fish
a lot with groups of people, I would stick
with nylon as you can have some
horrendous tangles when nylon or braid
tangles with other braid.
I am not saying that braided lines are the
answer to catching salmon but, because of
their sensitivity, I find it difficult to go
back to nylon.
It seems to me that with braided
superlines there are two schools of
thought: you either love it or hate it.

It’s not only news
that travels……...
by Ron Stuart
This buoy was picked up off the beach
near the Waimakariri River Mouth in
Canterbury.

The writer phoned the owner who lives in
Wellington.
He
was
as
surprised as hell to know we had one of
his buoys and it came off one of his
cray pots set before Christmas on the
Tora Coast, near Tawa White in the lower
Wairarapa.
The strange thing is the general tidal
mo vements sweep awa y fro m
the South Island, but this one got blown
from north to south on an 8 week
journey.

Tight lines,

When I spoke to Ken on the phone he
sounded like a really neat guy,
but he's not getting his float back, unless
he fronts with a bottle of Jamiesons to
personally collect. Thanks Ken.

Paul Hartnell

Ron Stuart
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South Canterbury Salmon News
Salmon run pleases anglers
Reprinted from The Timaru Herald
16 January 2008

Salmon anglers are enjoying a good
season, with 173 salmon weighed in on
the south side of the Rangitata River
mouth since New Year.
The number and condition of the fish has
raised hopes the fishery is recovering
from low catches of previous years. Since
early November volunteer record keeper
Bill Whipp has sighted 256 salmon and
heard that around 125 salmon have been
landed on the north bank. The presence of
salmon has plenty of anglers trying their
luck. The mysteries of salmon mean
nothing is certain. A bumper 1999/2000
season of 701 salmon, saw catches fall to
47 in 2001/2002. There was a modest
comeback with 376 salmon caught on the
south bank last year and this season is
looking even better. On January 5 there
were 39 fish caught - the biggest run
since 1999/2000. The next day only five
were caught, but the day after there were
33.
Angler Matthew Hall said the species
were a mystery, but hoped the season
marked a comeback. "Anyone who thinks
they know anything about them has got a
big ego because we all get fooled by
them." He said the northern hemisphere
season had been excellent and this could
relate to food supplies at sea. Mr Hall said
that as a mainly river fisherman the catch
had been poor and it was near the sea the
fish were being caught. "We've had some
pretty hot weather and up the river the
fish have been off the bite."
He hoped some cooler weather would see
more salmon heading up the river. Mr
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Whipp was optimistic the reinstated
McKinnons hatchery and fish screen on
the Rangitata Diversion Race would see
the fishery recover. As salmon lay
around 4000 eggs, a few hundred salmon
spawning could sustain a fishery. The
hatchery is releasing about 50,000 smolt
as well. Mr Whipp said the salmon were
in fantastic condition. A 12kg fish had
been caught and eight to 10kg fish were
common. A couple of fish had been
caught in the Orari and 14 in the Opihi.
Given the good run in the Opihi four
years ago, Mr Whipp is hoping further
good fishing is a few weeks away.
Central South Island Fish and Game
councillor Frank Hamilton is one of
many yet to catch a salmon, but isn't
worried. Anglers have plenty of season to
enjoy as the run on the Waitaki River
does not usually take off until well into
February. "If the number of salmon in the
Rangitata follows into the Waitaki it will
be an excellent season down there too."
Brian Donaldson from Dunedin has
regularly based himself at the Rangitata
mouth camping ground for the past 20
years. He's caught two salmon and within
a few hundred metres of his caravan he
can also catch sea-run trout, rig, and grey
boys. But a few quiet fishing days don't
worry him. "I've been here a month and
had a bloody good time. Really the best
thing is re-establishing friendships with
people I haven't seen for a year."
The Timaru Herald
16 January 2008
NZSAA Editor’s Note:
The reported numbers were as at mid
January - this will no doubt have
changed.

BALLINGERS

173 Montreal Street, PO Box 8475, Christchurch, New Zealand
Phone (03) 366 7445
Fax (03) 366 3918
Jeremy Burke will be well known to Canterbury
anglers through his passion for fishing and the
positions he has held in other prominent
Christchurch retail stores. Now he complements
his expertise with the buying power & focus on
quality that all Hunting & Fishing
NEWZEALANDTM staff bring to this franchise.
Catch Jeremy at Ballingers – Christchurch.

OPEN SEVEN DAYS

HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION WESTLAND
Lake Kaniere via Hokitika

Jackson Bay via Haast

Bruce Bay: Half-hour Drive South of Fox Glacier
All baches self-contained with pots/pans, cutlery, power, shower, fridge, washing
machine and freezer (except Kaniere, no freezer). All baches sleep 8 people.
You need to supply all disposable items including wood and coal for the Yunka
fire (except Kaniere, electric heating), sheets, pillowcases, sleeping bags, etc.
On leaving, a clean and tidy bach would be appreciated for the next people.
Rates:

Kaniere: $70 per night up to 4 people. $20 per person above this.
Bruce Bay & Jackson Bay:
$65 per night
For more information and bookings you can call:
The Hokitika Angling Club
C/o Hokitika Cycles & Sportsworld

Phone 03 755 8662 (shop hours)
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Central Plains economic assumptions under fire
By Chris Hutchings: The National Business Review - 08 February 2008
A Selwyn District Council independently
commissioned officer's report into the
controversial Central Plains Water
scheme has rejected the notion that it will
be the most efficient use of resources for
the district.

upcoming hearings). Dr Brown's
assessment of the economic aspects of the
scheme has been reviewed, endorsed and
adopted by consulting economist Geoff
Butcher, who has now taken over Dr
Brown’s economic reporting function.

The report demolishes the work by
economic consultant Dr Phillip Donnelly
on behalf of Central Plains on a series of
key assumptions including commodity
pricing and the number of farmers likely
to invest in the scheme.

Landowners paying

A hearing into the massive scheme that
proposes to take 40cumecs each from the
Waimakariri and Rakaia Rivers is due to
begin on February 28. The latest council
reports will form submissions that the
panel of commissioners will consider.
Although Selwyn District and
Christchurch City councillors initially
seed-funded the scheme with $2.5
million, the councils in their roles as
consenting bodies are required to obtain
independent reviews of the Central Plains
resource consent application. The
hearings will also include submissions
concerning the "requiring authority" of
Central Plains to compulsorily acquire
properties that are in the way of proposed
canals.
The latest report has been reviewed and
supporting comments provided by two
other experts who also challenge Central
Plains' claims about most efficient use of
the water resources for the region.
The Selwyn District report by officer
Nick Boyes contains an economic review
by Dr Nick Brown, an experienced
Wanaka-based economist (a family
illness means he is unable to attend the
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Dr Brown also notes the effect on private
landowners whose properties have been
designated for compulsory acquisition
and are forbidden to develop them further
in case it affects valuations (consequently
constrained).
"The consent and designation process is
generating economic and social costs that
are not being borne by Central Plains but
are being borne by affected parties.
"Land use and development options are
being constrained on land within the
designation, and this can involve
economic cost to these private
landowners. This cost escalates as
consent processing times become
extended."
One of the key assumptions in the
economic study by Mr Donnelly for
Central Plains is that farmers in the area
will surrender groundwater bores in
favour of the irrigation scheme because it
will be cheaper (the scheme aims to
irrigate 60,000ha of which about half is
currently irrigated from groundwater
bores). Dr Brown says any savings (in
electricity) must be offset by capital cost
to each farmer of entering the scheme.
The capital cost associated with switching
to the Central Plains scheme is an
additional capital expenditure of $1.7
million for a 250ha unit.
(Continued on page 20)

PEET SHOEDRYER COMPANY
The Solution for Wet Cold Footwear

Electric Wader Dryer
Dries All Shoes, Boots, Gumboots,
Including Chest Waders
Silently and Safely Overnight
Suitable For All Types of Footwear
Materials

Ph 04 564 5349
Fax 04 564 5348
sales@peetshoedryercompany.co.nz
P O Box 43131, Wainuiomata 5048
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"Would this farmer spend $1.7 million for
an annual benefit of $61,000, equivalent
to a rate of return on incremental
investment of less than 4%? This seems
unlikely. And if they did, would they also
voluntarily surrender their groundwater
consent? This is also unlikely, since there
would appear to be no downside to that
farmer retaining his (ground water bore)
consent," Dr Brown says.
"The experience of the proposed BarrhillChertsey Irrigation scheme is informative
on this point. It has been reported that the
original irrigation proposal received
insufficient farmers' buy-in, with its
chairman, John Wright, being reported as
saying that this was partly due to some
farmers believing their bore-well water
was more affordable. It was a cheaper
alternative for farmers to do their own
thing - farmers will need to be top
operators to take on the debt levels
associated with the scheme."
The dairy budgets (of Mr Donnelly for
Central Plains) assume that productivity
per cow will increase from 380kg
milksolids/cow to 430kg milksolids/cow
(up 13%), land use productivity will
increase from 1,330kg milksolids to 1,613
kg MS/ha (up 21%), and milk yield will
also increase 21% percent.
"The (Donnelly) analysis therefore
assumes that these productivity increases
will occur across the 22,000ha of existing
dairy farmers that are assumed to switch
to Central Plains.
"Should they take on the Central Plains
debt, they certainly will need to increase
production. But the financial incentives
for current dairy farm operators to make
that switch are not at all clear."
Overstating the benefits
Dr Brown says Mr Donnelly in his benefit
cost and impact analyses overstates the
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net benefits attributable and that some of
the text and the budgets in his analysis are
contradictory. "The major concern on
this matter is the fact acknowledged by
the applicant that the proposed scheme is
on the cusp of farmer affordability."
Dr Brown says Central Plains' initial 2002
scheme capital costs were around $2600/
ha to $2800/ha. But the capital costs have
since risen over 2.5 fold, and now stand at
over $6800/ha.
"(Central Plains) takes the view that 'the
downstream benefits to the community of
increased earnings will be present
regardless of the initial profitability for
the individual farmer'. This statement is
disputed. The applicant needs to show
that the proposed scheme is affordable to
farmers as a first step. "Only then can the
regional impacts be claimed to occur,
because these same impacts are
dependent on the farmers buying into the
scheme, and making all the associated
land use and productivity changes," Dr
Brown says.
The Donnelly report on the economic
impacts of the scheme assess total offfarm and on-farm development at $682
million generating capital expenditure of
$1.53 billion, and annual direct and
indirect agricultural output increasing by
$437 million, added value by $266
million and jobs by almost 1300 at fullscheme production.
But the Donnelly analysis combines the
construction impacts with the irrigation
and processing benefits. "It should be
emphasised that, in some situations, the
economic impacts from construction
activity can be responsible for some quite
negative social impacts, particularly on
smaller communities. Construction
workforces are typically transient, and
they generate a sharp increase in
economic activity for a relatively short

period of time [construction is noted to
take three years, compared with the
following 32 years of operation]," Dr
Brown says. He also says it is puzzling
that the Donnelly analysis does not make
predictions about growth in the absence
of the scheme. Dr Brown says
development trends are continuing
anyway, cow numbers have trebled since
2001, and other irrigation schemes are
under way but the Donnelly analysis fails
to account for this and therefore
overstates net benefits.
The Donnelly economic analysis "is
highly dependent on the scheme being
constructed in a three-year time horizon,
with all incremental benefits being
realised by year six. In my opinion, this is
an optimistic implementation and
commissioning schedule," Dr Brown
says. The construction period is more
likely to be 10 years, he says.
Water Value & Other Issues Raised
Nick Brown also raises concerns about
the zero opportunity cost assigned to the
water takes in the Donnelly analysis. In
Dr Brown's view a "shadow price" should
be attributed to this resource, and as a
result the net economic benefits are
overstated.
Responses received from Central Plains
about this matter were "over-simplistic."
Central Plains maintains that the water
takes constitute such a small part of the
total mean annual flow that the waters of
the two rivers are "free goods" and the
assumed zero price is justified.
But Dr Brown says it is meaningless for
Central Plains to compare abstraction
volumes with total flow volumes. "First,
not all water that makes it to sea is
available or appropriate for irrigation.
"Secondly there are legislative restrictions
imposed on the use of water within both
the Rakaia and Waimakariri Rivers that

mean that not all water within the rivers is
available for use. "Thirdly, abstraction
coincides with times of low flow over
summer when it becomes critical to
balance abstraction value and in-stream
and recreational values."
Dr Brown says society places a value on
the water proposed to be taken by Central
Plains, which in the absence of the
scheme, would be taken by another party
and therefore the water resource is more
than zero, and once again results in overestimates of the net benefits of the
irrigation scheme.
"I cannot conclude that the proposed
irrigation scheme has been demonstrated
to be an efficient use and development of
resources - a s7(b) test. Since this test is
the enabling mechanism for achieving
part of the purpose of the Resource
Management Act [in terms of enabling
people and communities to provide for
their economic wellbeing], neither has the
applicant demonstrated that the proposal
meets that part of the s5 test that relates to
economic matters," Dr Brown says.
Other reports have also been completed
by Environment Canterbury officers who
point to the "flat lining" of the rivers
(reductions in flushing flows), higher
water tables periodic lowland flooding,
nitrate contamination, spring-fed stream
contamination, effects on tangata whenua
of mixing river flows, destruction of
Canterbury mudfish habitat in the
Waianiwaniwa Valley (to be flooded for a
lake), safety of intake structures for
kayakers and other recreational users,
effects on fish, and changes to wetlands,
riparian margins and riverbeds that could
threaten species such as the wrybill
plover, black-billed gull and blackfronted tern.
Chris Hutchings
NBR
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Collection of Scale Samples from Salmon
NZSAA seeks the assistance of its members and other anglers in collecting scales and
returning them for reading. To create a continuous and meaningful record of salmon origins and
returns to our rivers, it is necessary that scales are collected from as many catches and locations as
possible on a seasonal basis. The more samples received, the better the accuracy of the results.
Instructions for Taking Scale Samples:
1.

Fill in the details on the scale envelope before taking the sample, as this avoids having to
write on a wet envelope. The essential items are the date, river and approximate location, the
sex of the fish (if known) and the fork length. The ungutted weight of the fish is not essential
but is useful.

2.

Scales should be taken from the flank of the fish slightly
behind the top (dorsal) fin and just above the lateral line.
Try to avoid any areas where there are old scars or other
damage to the skin.

3.

To dislodge the scales, take a sharp knife and gently scrape along the skin towards the head of
the fish. Transfer the scales to the envelope. Only 6 scales from each fish will be used but it
doesn’t hurt to provide more.

4.

Sample envelopes have been distributed to members and further supplies are available if
needed. It would be appreciated if anglers could carry a couple of envelopes in their fishing
bag to collect samples and to spread the word among others who catch salmon. Please do not
however use plastic bags or packets as plastic disintegrates scale samples.

Please then return the sample to NZSAA, P 0 Box 1113, Christchurch, or give us a call (03 383
0900) and we will arrange for them to be collected. We appreciate your assistance in creating this
continuing information base.

359 Lincoln Road, Christchurch
Phone (03) 338 3131 Fax (03) 338 3535
Email: info@fishermansloft.co.nz
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NZSAA ANNUAL SALMON FISHING COMPETITION
The NZSAA Annual Salmon Fishing Competition will be run for the current 2007-08
season. The Fisherman’s Loft have again kindly agreed to sponsor the contest and a $50
voucher will be awarded to the winner of each of the following categories (one trophy
per person):
•
Heaviest Salmon Overall - Aquarius Trophy
•
Heaviest Salmon Rakaia - Alty Roscoe Trophy
•
Heaviest Salmon Waimakariri - Cromb & Merritt/Fisherman’s Loft Trophy
•
Lucky Draw from Remainder of Entries
Trophies and prizes will be awarded at the NZSAA AGM in May 2008.

COMPETITION RULES
1.
2.
2.

Entrants must be financial members of NZSAA and hold a current sport fishing
licence.
Fish must be caught in accordance with current Fish & Game regulations.
A scale sample must be provided.

3.

All fish must be gutted and gilled with the head on. Frozen fish not permitted.

4.

Fish must be weighed at premises where Government tested scales are in use.

5.

Declaration form must be completed and forwarded to reach the Secretary, NZSAA,
P O Box 1113, Christchurch 8140, no later than 2 May 2008.

6.

All panels on the entry form must be completed and the declaration signed.

7.

In the event of a dispute the final arbitrators will be the NZSAA Committee. No
correspondence will be entered into regarding the results.

ENTRY FORM AND DECLARATION
Name……………………………………………………………………………………….
Angler’s Address…………………………………………………………………………...
……………………………………………………………………………………………...
Licence Number…………………………Date Fish Caught………………………………
Weight of Fish (Gutted and Gilled with Head On)………………..kg………………..gms
River and Location where Caught………………………………………………………….
Premises Where Weighed………………………………………………………………….
Name and Signature of Person Weighing…………………………………………………
I certify that all the above information is correct,
and that I am the Angler who caught this fish ... …….…………………………………
and a scale sample is attached.
Signature of Angler
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